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Sociocultural theory (SCT), also known as cultural-historical psychology (Vygotsky, 1978, 1986), sees language and communicative interaction play an important role in helping language learners develop or mediate higher psychological functions such as learning. So, researchers who take up SCT as their research paradigm follow a critical perspective on the quality of interactions between teachers and learners or among learners to find out how interaction helps or mediates second language (L2) development. By writing the book, van Compernolle aims to provide a clear picture to show the interplay between interaction and L2 development from a Vygotskian perspective. The book is divided into eight chapters, in each of which a key theoretical issue in L2 interaction from SCT perspective is discussed, exemplified by excerpts from different types of data and made relevant to language pedagogy.

The author starts with an introductory chapter to provide a sketch of different perspectives on the role of interaction in the domain of L2 development, and he then moves to illustrate the place of interaction in Vygotskian sociocultural theory. He briefly provides the history of the development of the interactionist approaches starting from Long’s (1981) interaction hypothesis, to Swain’s (1985) pushed output and other related concepts (e.g. negotiation for meaning, uptake) within the interactionist approach. He criticizes both weak and strong perspectives of interactionist perspectives arguing that they lack explaining cognition and context together. For him, Vygotskian SCT provides a powerful framework in which the internal-psychological and the external-social are brought together (p.6). Moreover,
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he also suggests that SCT and strong socio-interactionist approaches can complement each other to produce a robust theoretical and empirical account of L2 development in social interaction.

In chapter 2, the author introduces readers with the key concepts of SCT in relation to social interaction and L2 development such as mediation, the place of communicative interaction, internalization, zone of proximal development (ZPD), the relation between learning, development and instruction. He then discusses microdiscourse analysis as an approach to analyze interaction and L2 development. For him, taking an emic perspective, as in conversation analysis (CA), provides a powerful tool to analyze moment-to-moment sequential organization of interactions and to show how microinteractional features of talk and non-linguistic semiotic fields are integrated into and mediate interaction (p.22). He exemplifies his position with an excerpt transcribed in three different ways in order to point the power of detailed transcription by referring to Vygotsky’s (1978) notion of grasping the process in flight. Based on these SCT-driven concepts, he concludes that since L2 development involves the internalization of language as a mediational tool, SCT-driven L2 pedagogy should take the basis of helping learners appropriate the patterns of meaning in the L2, and accordingly, L2 communicative tasks should focus primarily on developing learners’ control over meanings rather than forms. Also, during communicative interaction, these tasks can construct a ZPD in which learners are provided support by more experts (teachers, peers). From the perspective of SCT, this support should be graduated and contingent (Aljaafreh & Lantolf, 1994) which means providing enough assistance for success without over-assisting. Lastly, the author suggests that teachers can have an awareness of interactional practices by doing a detailed transcription of their own classroom interactions. This helps teachers find out in which situations they should intervene in learners’ interactions.

In the following chapter, van Compernolle further explores how communicative interaction is the primary source and triggers developmental processes from the SCT perspective, and the reflections of these views on L2 research. Firstly, he distinguishes how SCT differs from cognitivist psychological theories in its view of L2 development by referring to the concept of internalization, and refers to the conceptualization of interaction as joint activity. He then moves to the most famous concepts of SCT such as scaffolding and mediation; and by providing examples, he clearly illustrates the differences between these concepts as they occur in communicative interaction. In the remaining of the chapter, he focuses on how L2 SCT research identifies and explains the processes by which L2 abilities emerge. By referring to genetic development of L2 abilities, he investigates the importance of linking conscious knowledge of language to performance, and the place of imitation in internalization. He then goes on to investigate the growth of conscious L2 knowledge by addressing two contexts (e.g. meaning-focused tasks and collaborative awareness-raising tasks) in which such development may occur. As a pedagogical implication, he advises language teachers to design interactive tasks to support learners in
developing their capacities to deploy L2 forms based on a conscious understanding of the meaning.

In the fourth chapter, the author investigates negotiation for meaning from the perspective of SCT, focusing on primarily co-regulation, mediation sequences and incidental microgenesis. One focus of L2 SCT research on interaction is on how one person can regulate the other person's actions through communication. During the regulation process, neither agency nor passiveness is given to either party of the interactants since both parties have an influence on each other's actions. He defines this process as having a co-regulation which is defined a dialogic process involving the contribution of all participants during communicative interaction, including 'mediated joint activity' in order to maintain intersubjectivity (p.65). During some instances, interactants may need to negotiate appropriate forms of support due to some L2 problems such as lack of vocabulary knowledge or grammatical competence. He then mentions mediation sequences inserted during communicative interaction as self-initiated and other-initiated either in implicit or explicit forms. The author values those sequences because of their use of microgenetic analysis. In the last part of the chapter, he describes incidental microgenesis by specifically referring to the one mediated by repair. He also argues that language learning tasks, which help microgenetic development, also provide learners interactionally relevant items to pick up and recycle in their own utterances (p.82).

In the fifth chapter, van Compernolle discusses the role of L1 interaction in L2 development. By referring to Macaro (2009), he argues that an optimal use of L1 can support L2 development. Similarly, SCT also supports this idea since the use of L1 can be a psychological tool to mediate the internalization of L2 development. By examining L1 collaborative dialogue that happens during L2 tasks, he provides supportive findings for his argument. He also suggests that this type of interactions can have both intrapersonal and interpersonal functions during L2 tasks by referring to previous SCT-informed research. What follows is that he, in a nutshell, focuses on concept-based instruction which is a particular type of pedagogy grounded in SCT and refers to the use of L1 for L2 metalinguistic development. The studies conducted by him and his colleagues on either the development of sociopragmatics in L2 French or focus and declension in L2 German clearly show that the use of L1 can be a more powerful tool to promote metalinguistic development. He provides two considerations for teachers to think about the mediating role of L1 during L2 communication. The first one is when L1 use serves as a metacommunicative function during which learners use L1 to plan, evaluate, learn about L2 communicative activity. Through this, L2 development is supported since learners can expand their L2 resources by using L1. Teachers should be aware of this metacommunicative function especially for when L1 is required as cognitive resource to accomplish an L2 task. Another consideration is the learners' level of ability to engage in cognitive activities in the L2. For example, it would be a waste of time to ask elementary level learners to engage in complex, abstract thinking through the use of L2 if the learners are not able to use L2
to regulate their mental activity (p.108). However, with more advanced level of learners, it would be possible to use L2 to mediate L2 development.

In the next chapter, the author examines the roles of participation and active reception in L2 development. He firstly defines the terms, and then argues their relation to L2 development within SCT. He refers to Goodwin's (2007) interactive footing which is the extension framework of Goffman's (1981) concept of footing which originally means positioning of interactants vis-à-vis their interlocutors and divides interactants' roles into speakers and hearers. Interactive footing refers to the ways how participant roles are oriented to, shaped by one another through different resources. These included linguistic resources, nonverbal behaviours and the environment of the interaction. According to Goodwin (2007), roles are dynamic and change through the previously mentioned resources. Van Compernolle clearly shows how footing is involved in mediation and facilitates internalization for L2 development by two interactive situations. He then moves on to mention how learners become active agents to appropriate environmental resources for the development of L2 patterns of meaning and language. He also shows how language forms and language meaning can be mediated and recycled during L2 conversations. Through the end of the chapter, he focuses on participation and active reception, which involves a person's active engagement in attending to talk-in-interaction, mediational tools which are present in the environment, in the context of interpersonal activity. He clearly illustrates the roles of self-directed talk and non-verbal communication such as eye gaze, body posture, and gesture in private speech. Lastly, he advises teachers to be aware of using various resources including language, gestures, and objects in their environment and how students orient to those resources for their language development. He further suggests that teachers be sensitive to various types of participation in the classroom, which also involves active reception, and construct ways for learners to develop their skills. Teachers, for example, can encourage learners to engage in vicarious responses or private speech or languaging which are the ways that help engage in active reception.

In the seventh chapter, van Compernolle focuses on the relationship between interaction and L2 development within dynamic assessment (DA). He explains that DA is an approach to evaluating what a learner can do independently and what the learner can achieve with the help of a mediator. So, assessment ad teaching are seen as an integrated activity of diagnosis through intervention (Poehner & van Compernolle, 2011). He informs the readers about the approaches to support learners in DA such as interactionist DA and interventionist DA (Lantolf & Poehner, 2004). He also cautions the readers that these two approaches are not very distinct from each other, but they differ in terms of ends of a continuum of strategies for mediating learner performance. He exemplifies two approaches with clear explanations and interaction scenarios. He then goes on to focus on two types of assessment tasks; namely, communicative tasks and language tests. He provides examples for each type of tasks and also touches upon the relationship between the mediator and the learner during these exchanges. After these, he moves to two distinct frames of interaction in
which mediation occurs: collaborative frame and cooperative frame. First, he looks at them, and then he mentions the interplay between these frames. He emphasizes that these frames are not very distinct types to mediation; but rather, they have different orientations to the object of mediation. He again refers to DA’s being a unity of diagnostic and developmental activity. Lastly, he provides teachers with alternatives about how to employ DA in the context of formal setting and as an approach in classroom-based assessment. For formal assessment, he advises to develop a rubric that includes not only solo performances but also with teacher support. For classroom-based assessment, concurrent or cumulative DA can be employed in regard to curricular goals.

The author, in the eighth chapter, focuses on interactional competence from the perspective of SCT, opposing to the previous notions of competence that see language knowledge as residing in the individual; but to the contrary, it is a joint activity in which coparticipants orient to as appropriate and relevant in a given interaction (p.171). Based on Rine’s (2009) discussion, he provides five dimensions of interactional competence and a relevant interaction scenario to exemplify these dimensions in a vocabulary review lesson between a teacher and students. He shows how interactional competencies become available in interaction in two different ways and demonstrates how these ways are reflected in interaction. He then moves to the mediational role between interactional competence and L2 development. He mentions interactional competencies mediate L2 development in some ways, and these are referred as interactional resources used as means for internalizing psychological mediators such as self-regulatory practices, L2 concepts, grammatical constructions, and so on (p.179). He also shows how L2 development mediates interactional competence in that the internalization of L2 interactional resources expands learner’s repertoire of means for successful interaction. He later takes the readers’ attention to Walsh’s (2006) classroom interactional competence. Although it is coconstructed between teacher and learners, he separately focuses on a teacher’s use of interactional resources for mediating students’ learning during a review of a reading comprehension assignment with a small group and how two learners deploy relevant resources during this exchange. Lastly, he emphasizes the importance of developing interactional competence both by teachers and learners. To accomplish this, by referring to Walsh (2011), he advises teachers to analyze their own practices through video recordings. In a similar vein, learners can be asked to analyze interactions with the help of a rubric developed in accordance with Rine’s division of interactional competence.

In the concluding chapter, van Compernolle first emphasizes SCT’s division from cognitivist-interactionist and strong-interactionist perspectives. He summarizes the key points of SCT which are relevant to understanding human interaction discussed in the previous chapters. Then, he provides implications for further research in the domain of SCT such as the orientations of L2 learners to learning objects (Markee, 2008) or the role of imitation, private speech in relation to learning objects. Also, although interactional competence is widely researched by conversation analytic perspective, there are few attempts to understand how interactional competence
shape and is shaped by participation in sociocultural activity. Regarding pedagogy, he puts forward that one aim of L2 teaching is to mediate the internalization of new stimuli through interaction. It is also advised to evaluate classroom interactional competence through the use of video recordings. As a final comment, he says that L2 development is a process incorporating language, body, participants and tools as a holistic system. Therefore, the goal should be to understand this within SCT.

In the final analysis, I should say that I really enjoyed reading such a simplified, to the point book related to SCT and also learned a lot from the book. Some of the key concepts related to SCT might be complicated. However, with its down-to-earth explanations and clear examples from actual interactions, van Compernolle successfully provides a clear picture of SCT research paradigm. In addition, the exercises provided at the end of each chapter make reading the book more fun and help readers practice the issues outlined in each chapter. I can, therefore, recommend the book to the researchers who take up SCT as their research paradigm like me, L2 teachers and learners for a more effective L2 environment.
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